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Cyril Domb was the founder of the method of exact series expansions in statistical physics
in the late ’40s. This work was influential in his appointment to the Clarendon Laboratory in
Oxford in 1949, where he worked with Stanley Rushbrooke. An early application of series
expansions was by Onsager, who used them to show that the natural generalisation of the
Onsager integral for the free-energy of the two-dimensional Ising model did not generalise
to the three-dimensional case, but Domb showed how studying expansions seriously could
do so much more.

In 1954 Domb took up the Chair of Theoretical Physics at King’s College, London.
There he built up a world famous group that lasted for some 26 years, and had an enormous
influence on statistical mechanics. The method of exact series expansions was developed and
refined there—along with many other important theoretical developments—and continues
to this day to be an immensely powerful tool.

I had the pleasure and privilege to spend two years in Domb’s department from 1969–
1971. At that time, under the direction of Martin Sykes, we managed to extend the square-
lattice Ising susceptibility series to 24 terms, which allowed unprecedented precision in
estimating the critical behaviour. The method of series expansions is still the most powerful
method to study this problem—and of course we now have immeasurably greater infor-
mation about the Ising susceptibility by virtue of a series expansion to 10,000 terms (as
described in this volume).

Domb’s scientific writings have also been extremely important. My own career was sig-
nificantly influenced by Domb’s seminal review Theory of Cooperative Phenomena in Crys-
tals published in 1960. A decade later, with Mel Green as co-editor he established the au-
thoritative series Phase Transitions and Critical Phenomena, which has continued with Joel
Lebowitz as co-editor following Mel Green’s untimely death. Domb’s book The Critical
Point, published in 1991 is a superb historical survey, taking the reader from the beginnings
of the field of statistical mechanics through to the development of the renormalisation group
by Ken Wilson and others.

On the occasion of Cyril Domb’s 90th birthday, it occurred to me that a volume of articles
by some of the many scientists whose careers have benefitted either directly or indirectly by
their interaction with Cyril would be appropriate. The reaction was enthusiastic, and I and
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my fellow authors hope that Cyril will enjoy this volume, and accept it as a tribute to the
enormous influence he has had on the field of statistical physics.

Tony Guttmann
Melbourne, 2011
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